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Executive summary

Key findings

• There is limited focus on just transitions in the transport sector: in both academic literature and policy to date, technical solutions have received policy and research priority, but there is limited focus on how end-users will be affected by transport transitions, and whether these transitions will be equitable, inclusive and just. Several factors should be addressed under this: ensuring that transitions lead to affordable mobility solutions for all users is a key point, as is ensuring that job losses from high-carbon mobility services are compensated for by job creation in low-carbon mobility. From our key informant interviews, policymakers are focused on the supply-side when considering transport transitions, contrasting with users’ concerns of demand-side support and downstream services, particularly for electric vehicles and charging infrastructure. These tensions need to be addressed in policy.

• There is potential for significant socio-economic impacts from the transition: this research has investigated the potential pains and gains of the transition to electric mobility, particularly electric road transport, in the Indian transport sector. There is potential for job losses both in the downstream oil sector and the downstream mobility services sector as the EV transition progresses due to reduced petroleum product consumption and a lesser burden of maintenance for electric vehicles compared to ICE vehicles. This also has the potential to impact government revenues from fuel taxation and place a higher burden on the government purse from increased electricity subsidy outlay.

• Just transition alternatives exist: from the scenarios presented in this research, it is clear the current policy trend does not foreground justice and equity in the low-carbon transport transition, and this will lead to significant negative impacts for disadvantaged sectors of society. Policy alternatives exist to foreground justice in the transport transition, including participatory co-development of policy with end-users, and engendering greater coordination between transport and energy sectors and within the transport sector to ensure users are targeted equally across socio-economic strata with low-carbon mobility solutions.

Transport sector in India and its evolving trends

The importance of the transport sector cannot be under-estimated as there exists a very strong nexus between the transport sector and socio-economic development of any country. Road transport, a major form of transport in India, is responsible for carrying over 80% of passenger traffic, and more than half of the freight traffic. It is important to highlight the significance of the transport sector in the larger context of SDGs. The role of the transport sector in meeting SDGs assigns further importance to the sustainable growth and development of the transport sector.

One of the major challenges of the urban mobility sector in India is the dramatic rise in the number of vehicles. In fact, growth of vehicles has surpassed the growth of population in the country. More importantly, there has been a declining share of the public transport sector in India. The share of public transport is projected to decrease from 75% in 2000-01 to 44.7% in 2030-31.\(^2\) Current patterns of transport energy consumption hold significant socio-economic and environmental implications for the country. The transport sector is a heavy user of crude oil in the country, almost all of which is imported. Looking at recent government commitments, to achieve both Net Zero by 2070 and the pledge to have 50% renewable energy by 2030 in the energy mix, we see additional pressure to transit to a new transport system that is both more environmentally friendly and addresses the growing threats of energy security of the country. Considering all of these, it is obvious that the current type and volume of energy used in the transport sector is no longer sustainable and that transformative actions are required to help meet the larger climate and economic goals set by the country.

Policy level initiatives for a sustainable transport sector consist of a variety of approaches. These approaches can largely be classified into four different types, such as:

1. Through the use of alternative combustion fuels such as biofuel, compressed natural gas (CNG) liquefied natural gas (LNG), and hydrogen.

2. By transitioning to a regime of modal shift, for instance the shifting to public transport systems.

3. By implementing higher fuel economy standards such as improved Bharat Stage Emission Standards (BSES) and,

4. By increasing the penetration of electric vehicles (EVs) to the end user marketplace.

Out of the above options, electric vehicles (EVs) received much policy priority and are placed high on the agenda. In fact, EVs have emerged as a technical solution worldwide to address the sustainability challenges of the transport sector. In the Indian context, the use of EVs could be part of the green growth strategy of the country as well. There has been a range of policies and programmes announced to promote the electric vehicles in the country in recent years. The most important of them is the Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Electric Vehicles (FAME) scheme declared in 2015. The scheme got further push through declaration of FAME II and a host of state specific electric vehicle policies. More than 20 states in India have declared their state specific EV policies. Various financial and non-financial incentives have been offered to accelerate the EV penetration in the country. India is also part of the Global EV 30 @ 30 (https://www.cleanenergyministerial.org/campaign-clean-energy-ministerial/ev3030-campaign) campaign showing policy level solidarity for EVs.

In addition to FAME-II and the EV 30 @ 30 campaign, the Indian government in collaboration with NITI Aayog has launched the E-AMRIT web portal (https://www.e-amrit.niti.gov.in/home). The Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE) has also recently launched the “Go Electric” campaign to spread awareness on the benefits of using electric vehicles, electric vehicle charging infrastructure development and the
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benefits of electric cooking for households. E-vehicles also feature in the smart city proposals of 12 of the 20 Lighthouse smart cities in India. For the National Capital Territory (NCT) and Delhi specifically, Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal launched the “Switch Delhi” campaign in February 2021 to raise awareness on EVs and inform the public of the benefits of switching to electric vehicles. The ‘Switch Delhi’ campaign also encourages residents and organisations to take a pledge to switch to an EV or install a charging point in the coming 3 years. All these policy initiatives and actions led the acceleration of EV adoption in the country. EV related statistics reveal that 0.9 million and close to 1800 charging stations were installed by December 2021, with about 450 EV manufacturers firms in India. For the first time, the percentage of EV sales in the mix of total vehicle sales in the country is set to cross the 1% mark by the close of FY 2021-22.

**Electric vehicles as a pathway to decarbonise India’s transport sector**

Though the drive to push EVs has been well intended and is expected to make the transport sector more sustainable, the process adopted so far has been mostly on technology and infrastructural oriented. The approach followed in the policy spheres is largely outcome oriented. Within technology and infrastructural development context, there still remain several socio-economic challenges, which have not received adequate policy attention and policy priority. The preference for ICE vehicles has been slow to change, given the complexities with the EV technologies and peripheral systems. Questions around the range of battery powered vehicles still come up in general discourse, as the dependability of ICE vehicles in terms of travel distance remains a concern of users. The available secondary data on numbers of charging stations in the country reveals that most charging stations are clustered in only 5 states (Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka, Delhi, Maharashtra, with miniscule representation from other areas).

More important considerations are the issues around socio-economic aspects of this transition, for example employment opportunities. EVs require fewer maintenance and repair activities compared to ICE vehicles, creating a smaller number of jobs. The job losses can be attributed to the reduction in oil consumption in the transport sector. More importantly, there has been limited information and analysis on such socio-economic implications of transitions to EVs. There has also been limited understanding of consumers perceptions about EVs. TERI (2019) study highlights that people continue to consider EVs as a secondary vehicle due to inadequate EV infrastructure in the country. Similarly, concerns were also raised as far as the environmental benefits of EVs are concerned. While research carried out by CEEW has shown that there would be positive environmental benefits of EVs, these benefits depend on how the energy mix is going to be in the country in future. EV adoption could provide local benefits in terms of direct environmental and health related benefits, however, it may fail to address larger country level CO2 emission issues, if the energy mix supplied through grid continues to rely on fossil fuel sources. This highlights the systemic nature of the problem and the need to decarbonise the power generation along with EV adoption. Hence, there is a need to ensure that the transition considers all socio-economic and environmental issues together in a more inclusive and holistic manner. Besides, instead of only focusing on the outcome of EV adoption alone, there is a need to identify and map the effects of EV adoption processes. One example of this may be asking if the transition to renewable power is fast enough and in sync with the targeted goal of EV transition. If not, where are
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the current (and possibly new) power stations located that rely on fossil fuels? Are they in locations that cause injustice to sub-urban or rural poor, increasing localised pollution outside the wealthier inner-city areas? Looking at this transition from a Just Transition perspective would imply that social inclusion and a ‘leave no one behind’ approach should be at the forefront of all policy implications.

**Study goals and approach**

The main aim of this study is to explore and assess the needs, impacts and implications of transitions for decarbonisation of the transport sector in India from a social inclusion point of view. It aims:

- To explore and map the understanding/perception/expectation of a just transition by different stakeholders (e.g., policy makers, employees, communities, businesses, service providers, users and beneficiaries etc.) in relation to decarbonisation of the transport sector in India.

- To evaluate the impacts of a just transition from a socio-economic and environmental perspective using Delhi as a case study.

- To suggest just transition options for decarbonisation pathways in the transport sector in the country, which is inclusive, sustainable, and futuristic (considering the growth of the transport sector in future).

- To undertake a Developmental Evaluation of learnings from the research for strategic deployment of lessons.

The focus of the study is limited to the motorized transport sector of India with a specific geographical focus on the National Capital Territory (NCT) of India, one of the most polluted cities worldwide. Both qualitative and quantitative research approaches were employed to derive the key findings. Reviews of existing studies are supported by primary surveys with a range of stakeholders such as users of EVs and non-users, EV manufacturers, EV charging station owners and managers, inputs collected from key informant interviews (KIIs), inputs gathered through stakeholders’ engagement workshops. Additionally, a detailed screening and reviewing of policy documents, policies declared by Central Government as well as state level EV policies, were carried out. A total of 200 primary surveys and 20 key informant interviews (KIIs) were conducted to capture the required data. A key stakeholder’s workshop was conducted on 20th January 2022 to elicit inputs on the key focus areas of the project. Close to 50 participants (from organizations such as ICCT, RMI, Ola Mobility Institute, SVSU, TERI, CEEW, CESP, WTI etc.) attended the workshop, and speakers were drawn from organizations working closely with EV issues in India.

Besides, available secondary data analysis was carried out to find out impacts of EV adoption on employment and the public exchequer. Secondary data estimations are based on the three hypothetical policy scenarios such as 1) business as usual (BAU) scenario; 2) Optimistic policy scenario (OPS); and 3) pessimistic scenario (PES) drawing from the study by Pohit et al. (2021). These scenarios are applied in the Delhi EV projections contexts. The key results are presented in the following sections.
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Are EV policies in India comprehensive and inclusive?

More than 20 states in India have either declared the state specific EV policies or drafted the policies. The key findings from the assessment of EV policies are:

• The objectives of the major state EV policies are found to be twofold: the first is to increase the adoption of electric vehicles by incentivising consumers and producers in some cases, and the second is the emphasis on accelerating domestic production of electric vehicles and their components.

• The emphasis in many of these state policies is on generating jobs or creating employment opportunities in various segments of Electric Vehicles, supply chains. In addition, these policies have also made provisions for skill training and development programs.

• Several policies have made provisions for battery recycling, setting up waste/effluent treatment plants, and encouraging charging infrastructure operators to generate renewable power.

These policies would benefit from:

• Considering the social aspects of EV adoption such as a gender inclusive approach to employment generation and issues of managing land.

• Focusing on behavioural aspects for a larger uptake of EVs.

• A greater focus on the public EV transport sector.

• A clear strategy for the use of renewable energies for charging stations.

• Integrating SDGs within these policies.
A schematic representing the policy mapping is presented below (Figure 1).

**Figure 1. EV policy mapping at the sub-national scales**

Key findings

A number of key findings are drawn from the range of activities conducted as part of this project such as stakeholder engagement workshops, key informant interviews, and stakeholder surveys.

On the socio-economic front, the stakeholders raised various points regarding the need for of EV transition, speed of transition and its costs, impacts, and the perception of the change from a social inclusion and justice point of view.

- It was put forward that while transition to EV is mainly seen from a moral push factor, the perceived usefulness of the technology option and the ease of use are also important pull factors for vehicle users.

- On the speed of transition, it was pointed out by stakeholders that the transition should be incremental in nature rather than radical. This could be helpful in making the process of transition smooth. Necessary policy level course corrections can be made as and when required. This finding was further strengthened by similar observations drawn from the survey of stakeholders as well. Survey findings on the speed of transition has shown that 71% of surveyed users and non-users were in favour of an incremental change.
• One of the major findings that emerged from the key informant interviews is about the nature of the EV transition in the country. Stakeholders opined that there two different types of transitions taking place in the country. The first is the business-as-usual approach, which largely neglects inclusivity and is more techno-economic in character. The other one is more participatory in nature, where some degree of trade-offs exists among involved parties. This approach is also much more complex where gains accrued by a party lead to losses by the other party. Since the transition is at the nascent stage, there is a need for careful scrutiny of gains and losses to make it widely acceptable to the community at large. It must be ensured that these gains and losses are weighed properly to maintain the balance.

• While inclusivity and ‘leaving no one behind’ is identified by stakeholders as one of the important aspects of the process of transition, the process of transition should also consider other low-carbon transport pathways, such as walking, bicycling and the greater usage of public transport systems. Along with EVs, there is a need to include other such options of decarbonisation. The “reduce, shift, and improve” strategy was cited as an important aspect of the transition, where the focus should be on improving the effectiveness of transport streams, such that the personal use of vehicles can be reduced.

• It was also highlighted by the stakeholders that the process of transition should also draw from the earlier experiences of similar transitions undertaken in the country. For instance, the transition to CNG vehicles in Delhi could provide lessons for making the current transition smoother.

• Key informant interviews revealed that information availability is a key factor that guides consumer choice and has a significant impact on EV adoption. Stakeholder surveys have also shown similar trends, with more than half of the EV users, and a fourth of non-users agreeing that poor information about EVs acts as a major barrier to EV adoption.

• Furthermore, understanding the acceptability of EV is found among stakeholders as a crucial factor for EV transition in India. Survey findings on such acceptability of transition, have shown that more than half of ICE vehicle owners surveyed are inclined to have their next vehicle be an EV. Again, this acceptability is highlighted despite the fact that the stakeholders were aware of the perceived barriers to EVs. It emerged from the survey that these perceived barriers would be overcome as the EV market matures.

• Another important finding is related to the debate over public versus private transport systems in the country. It emerges from the surveys and key informant interviews that the challenges associated with electrifying the public transport sector is significant and the upfront cost of introducing electric shared modes of transportation, like buses, remains high. Policy incentives are more biased towards private transport systems, which would further worsen the public transport systems. Given that the public road transport sector serves lower to middle-income groups in urban centres, there is a need to make a structured policy push for public transport sector.

• Importantly, it emerged that the impact of EV transition on rural areas is unclear and has received less policy attention. The rural electricity network is unlikely to be sufficient to support EV charging. Though policies are responding to the need for deploying charging stations in national highways, there is no specific policy drive to support EVs to rural areas.
• The cost of EVs has appeared repeatedly as an economic driver in all our stakeholder engagements, particularly the cost of batteries. Stakeholder surveys also unfolded similar observations on cost of EVs. 75% of EV users and 55% of non-users cited high initial cost as a barrier. However, it is more or less agreed by the stakeholders that the operational cost of running the EVs is cheaper as compared to ICEVs, especially with increasing fuel prices. But, due to behavioural challenges and the often myopic behaviour of prospective consumers, high initial costs override the long-run cost benefits.

• The other crucial socio-economic impacts identified from the responses was whether owning an electric vehicle translated into economic savings for the users. There is a clear understanding that EVs can be cost effective overall, though the upfront cost is high. Close to two-thirds of the electric vehicle users reported that higher savings were an enabling factor that motivated them to buy an electric vehicle, which can be a perceived impact of transitioning to EVs. However, the impact is different in the case of prospective EV buyers.

On the technology and environmental front, the stakeholders highlighted a number of key technology considerations, which have implications for EV adoption in the country.

• One of the key considerations for buyers when making the choice to buy an EV is availability of home charging infrastructure. Given that Indian cities are marked with shared housing facilities and face space constraints, poor facilities for home charging can act as a deterrent to choosing EVs. With EVs having a significant commercial use factor, this is especially a consideration for consumers whose use of EV is not limited to a personal vehicle (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Difficulties in home charging such as availability of charging points, power supply disruptions

Source: Analysis by the project research team using data from primary survey.
• Key informants agreed that development of charging infrastructure can be considered a "chicken and egg situation" for EV adoption in the country. While inadequate charging infrastructure is cited as a deterrent for low uptake of EVs, the opposite can also be true where lower adoption of EVs has slowed down the installation of charging stations in the country. A related concern is the inadequate public charging stations. This could generate adverse impacts for EV adoption in the country.

• It emerged from the survey that close to 80% of users believed that charging infrastructure was either absent or inadequate to meet the growing charging requirements. Moreover, 69% of non-users and 78% technology suppliers also backed this perception about inadequacy in charging infrastructure, which is perceived as a deterrent for purchasing EVs (Figure 3).

**Figure 3. Charging infrastructure is either not available or not adequate**

Source: Analysis by the project research team using data from primary survey

• The deployment of charging stations is also connected with land issues, primarily in urban areas. The deployment of large-scale public charging stations requires addressing land procurements issues for such charging stations. Given that land scarcity in large cities in India is a major challenge, necessary policy efforts and efficient planning is required by scoping and demarking dedicated land patches within cities and along country roads. If appropriate provisioning of land is not made for charging stations, given the land scarcity problem and high rent value of land, it could escalate the cost of new charging stations leading to high unit cost of charging. This could be beyond the cost of electricity.

• Several stakeholders pointed out that charging infrastructure, inconsistent charging plug design, lack of cohesive mobility system and lack of a skilled workforce are issues facing the EV industry. Consumer anxiety is arising from the hesitation of the industry and negative word of mouth. It emerged from the discussion that there is a lack of a long-term vision and a road map for the automobile industry. Despite the incentives, leading two-wheeler manufacturers have not launched any EV models and unless this happens, the EV penetration in the 2Wheeler segment is unlikely to progress as anticipated.
• The absence of reliable and replicable technology can act as a constraint for consumers from purchasing an electric vehicle, as emerged from this study. From KIIs, it further emerged that the Indian EV market currently lacks maturity, and until adequate commercialisation of the sector has been achieved, there are trust deficit issues with battery swapping cases. It clearly emerges from the stakeholder’s engagement issues that as long as standardisations schemes are not floated by the government, battery swapping will be difficult.

• The need for proper planning and phased approach to scrapping and integrating existing ICE vehicles is a major challenge. It emerged from our interaction with interviewees that adequate regulatory measures to this effect are not addressed in current policies. There exists inadequate information for ICE vehicle owners about the scrapping policies of the government.

• Given the poor financial health of the electricity distribution utilities (called as DISCOMS), extending grid infrastructure for EVs may further deteriorate the financial health of these utilities and can lead to poor supply of electricity to other consumers. Hence, it may require additional financial support from state governments.

• One of the important environmental dimensions is the role of EVs in reducing local air pollution and road congestion. This has been highlighted as an important rationale for EV adoption in the country. Respondents said that switching to electric cars will allow them to be environmentally friendly. Although some users and non-users were unaware of the environmental benefits of EV, 97% users and 69% of non-users considered EVs to be environmentally friendly. The stakeholder engagement workshop findings suggested that in order to accrue the environmental benefits, it would be more appropriate to promote public transport more widely. This will reduce the vehicle ownership costs and reduce the energy demand. The discussion on policy, institutional and governance dimensions of transition specifically brought out several key policy related matters related to EV transition. The EV duty cycle or usage is an important element often ignored in the EV policy discussion. The average user travels much less and this affects the cost per kilometre. In addition, the tax and duties on electricity are different from petroleum products and electricity for EV is being subsidised. Given that India’s grid is coal dependent, the effect of EV on emission depends on when the vehicle is being charged. At night, coal is the fuel being used and overnight charging does not reduce emissions. The other issue is the grid capacity – particularly at the local grid network whether there is headroom for all EV integration. The capacity expansion and infrastructure development are capital intensive in nature and if this is used by a selected few, they should pay for this. Infrastructure pricing is key. The small 2Wheelers and 3Wheelers would not have any major environmental impact but the freight segment holds promise and through local manufacturing and content supply, India can make a contribution to emission reduction targets.
• The importance of proper governance structure for EV adoption was highly emphasised by stakeholders. The governance structure should bring the required coordination across different scales such as central government, sub-national government as well as city governments. Often city governments have their own specific governance systems, which contrasts with the prevailing systems of governance at state and central level. Hence, adequate policy measure are required for integrating city governments in the larger EV governance of the country. More importantly, the governance systems and structures should also consider the transport and electricity sector together.

• The opinions of stakeholders on the preparedness of the policy makers and planners to such a change were sought to reflect on the governance of EV adoption in the country. More than half agreed that the country showed preparedness for transport decarbonisation in this regard.

Figure 4. Preparedness of India’s EV policy and programmes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54%</td>
<td>of the respondents agree that EV policy and programmes of the country show effective preparedness for transport decarbonisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14%</td>
<td>of the respondents disagree that EV policy and programmes of the country show effective preparedness for transport decarbonisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32%</td>
<td>of the respondents did not have an opinion on whether EV policy and programmes of the country show effective preparedness for transport decarbonisation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Analysis by the project research team using data from primary survey

• Another important consideration of this transition is about identifying the beneficiaries and losers from the transition. This has implications for the “inclusive and equitable” aspect of decarbonisation of the transport sector, which hold crucial importance for a country like India. Both users and non-users were of the opinion that EV transition will benefit the poor and middle sections of the society the most. As per KIIs, while these sections of society are not believed to be the centre of this transition, an integrated approach to improving the transport sector, especially with a focus on public transport and non-motorised transport, can greatly benefit the socio-economic “masses”. Additionally, the KII believed that the benefits of this transition shall extend to the informal sector in India, with an upskilling and training program from the government to raise the capacity of the EV ecosystem.

• Stakeholders also highlighted that while government will gain in terms of its reduction in import bill as EVs penetration would lead to less import of oil and gas, and will result in huge economic savings, at the same time, if indigenous technologies and manufacturing units are not developed for EV products, equipment and batteries, it might generate negative macro-economic impacts in terms of import of products, equipment and raw materials.
• It was highlighted by the stakeholders that impact on jobs is not uniform – the job opportunities are different for oil production, power generation and battery manufacturing activities. The transition will lead to job losses in the oil sector and in conventional vehicle production industry, but battery recycling, telematics and new vehicles will create new opportunities as well. There will be significant trade-offs and they have to be managed well. Additionally, issues relating to job loss, the need for reskilling, building of indigenous manufacturing units, poor economics of coal, are identified by the informants as a few decisive factors in this transition, and are yet to be experienced.

• Evidence from secondary data analysis on EV adoption and its impacts on employment has brought out interesting findings. In the case of the manufacturing sector, the projected reduction in jobs will amount to 37,960. The second important segment where impacts on employment would be high is the oil sector, and this is primarily due to less oil consumption. It can be observed that job numbers would be high in the BAU scenario, compared to the OPS and PES scenarios. In comparison to the BAU scenario, a total of 734 job losses is predicted in the oil sector in the OPS scenario. Similarly, the estimated employment loss under the PES scenario will amount to 439.

• Government may also lose not only terms of disbursing the subsidies, but also in terms of providing other financial incentives such as tax and non-tax waivers and relaxations. The impact on the public exchequer would be due to loss of revenue in sales taxes on petrol and diesel, reductions in cess fee on diesel sale for private four-wheeler and reductions in road taxes for EVs. The total loss of revenue for Delhi government is expected to be INR 81,414 million in the optimistic scenario, whereas a total loss of INR 20,009 million would be borne by the government in the pessimistic scenario during the estimation period. These scenarios show that revenue impacts from the transition to EVs in Delhi will be significant, as are the potential employment impacts under different levels of EV penetration. Government, at a national and city level, needs to take these factors into account in their policy planning for transport transitions to be socially, economically and environmentally just.

While the findings from the primary surveys were supported by key informant interviews, a few distinct points regarding costs and financial incentives and non-financial incentives of EVs were observed:

• Banks and financial institutions are still unwilling to finance EVs, as they are considered risky investments. Battery life also degrades after a few years of use, which does not instil confidence in investors and consumers alike.

• Financial incentives are key in driving demand for EVs, especially in the 3W and 4W segments. Without subsidies, the uptake of EVs will remain low, at least in the coming years.

• Subsidies can be considered a sustainable alternative for creating market driven solutions for increasing EV demands.

• While all such fiscal incentives are in place, the key informants also advocate for the necessity of non-fiscal incentives involving skill training that would inherently improve the informal sector in India. They also highlight the urgency to bring such initiatives from a local level.
Suggesting a Just Transition pathway

Based on the findings from the literature review, stakeholder engagements, and impact assessments, three individual pathway scenarios are suggested as follows.

The Business-as-Usual (BAU) pathway is built on taking the view that the Indian Government decides to step away from actively pursuing the current accelerated pathway, and leaves product diffusion and transitions to market forces.

The Current Policy pathway follows the current trends of looking to decarbonise the transport sector from a technocratic solution-driven perspective, with this scenario focusing on an EV transition in the spirit of FAME II.

Finally, the Just Transition pathway builds on top of the current trends and views the transition more holistically as a connected system, most importantly through the direct lens of a just transition. This means that while all stakeholders are naturally considered as part of the design, more importantly, their lived experience is taken into account, with the transition designed to be actively attractive to them, thereby engendering their support.

The transition has a particular focus on people and communities, with key considerations being maintaining employment and job creation, increasing local prosperity, redressing of past harms and removing future harms, and promotion of a healthy environment for citizens. These areas may include addressing gender divides in employment, a need for promoting the public transport sector, a greater focus on urban design and planning and a delivery plan to facilitate the systemic changes required to meet these goals.

Figure 5. Transition pathways showing lenses through which they are considered

The government at all levels plays a key role in enacting just transition principles in new and existing policies. As we have seen from the literature review and primary research through this project, the scale of systemic change needed to enact just transitions in the Indian transport sector is significant, and requires coordination with multiple sectors of government to achieve the required outcomes in parallel.
Decarbonisation of the transport sector requires sectoral change outside of transportation technology: grid decarbonisation, spatial planning and transport network planning for intermodal connectivity are all contributing factors to a decarbonised transportation system. New infrastructure for decarbonised transport modes also requires development, rapidly and at scale. Government is ideally positioned to meet these national, regional and local-scale challenges and enact transitions to decarbonise transport.

Table 1. Features of three pathway scenarios for just transitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business as usual</th>
<th>Current policy</th>
<th>Just transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive governance</td>
<td>Assisted Pathway</td>
<td>User-led Assisted Pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural diffusion curve of new technology with slow progress as benefits accrue</td>
<td>Specific planned interventions with an accelerated diffusion curve as greater benefits accrue</td>
<td>Planned interventions with faster systemic diffusion due to high end-user engagement and desire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor long term infrastructure design and planning</td>
<td>Systemic infrastructure considerations made from a practical perspective</td>
<td>Holistic system built for the benefit of all driven by from a grass roots perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market forces prevail resulting in sub-optimal outcomes re equity and inclusion</td>
<td>End result is guided by governance focused solely on desired carbon targets; some equity ensues</td>
<td>End result is guided by inclusive design to achieve greatest co-benefits, equity is built in to the process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s own work

**Project evaluation lessons**

Through the project Developmental Evaluation, we have identified three key lessons to take forward into future research projects:

- **Multi-disciplinarity:** the research benefited significantly from the multi-disciplinary nature of the research team, these kinds of approaches that benefit from different perspectives, disciplines and skill sets are to be encouraged wherever possible. Complex challenges cannot be responded to by the unitary focus and traditions of one discipline only.

- **Participatory methods:** participatory methods and working across socio-economic sectors and strata is to be endorsed, and mirrors the emphasis and value added by the use of multi-disciplinary team working.

- **Communication:** intra-team communications are essential, and more systematic efforts should be undertaken by project leads and members to overcome challenges in managing online team working and the division of tasks.

**Key policy recommendations**

- It clearly emerges from the findings that stakeholders prefer an incremental transition above a radical one. This incremental approach would also provide the needed breathing space for manufacturers as well as consumers to transit smoothly and will offer opportunities to policy makers to make the necessary course corrections.
• Decarbonising the transport sector should not be limited to adoption of EVs. Other options such as dedicated cycling tracks, promotion of walking and changes in building bye laws, so that the benefits are optimised. The EV policies should also take all these into consideration while framing options for decarbonising the transport sector.

• Socially inclusive EV policies, while most desirable, involve often complex trade-offs. There will be winners and losers in the process. It is pertinent that a proper assessment is done to identify these individuals so that the necessary policy level course corrections are made. This is clearly missing in most of the policies.

• The debate over public versus private transport systems in the country requires more policy attention. It emerges from the analysis that policy incentives are more inclined to promote the private transport sector rather than the public transport sector. Given that the public road transport sector largely serves lower to middle income groups in urban centres, there is a sector need to make a structured policy push for public transport.

• Importantly, it emerged from the project that the impact of EV transition on rural areas is unclear and has received less policy attention. Policies should draw out plans for effective integration of rural areas in their EV adoption plans.

• Upfront costs are found to be a major barrier for EV uptake. However, the policy so far has been disproportionately focusing on pecuniary benefits for cost reduction, rather than non-pecuniary aspects. Most of demand side incentives are financial in nature unlike other countries where non-financial benefits such as priority parking facilities, special road lanes etc are provided to EVs. There is need for policies to integrate these non-pecuniary benefits in driving the EV adoption.

• Though incentives are laid down for home charging stations, the uniform approach of incentives and lack of focus on non-monetary measures are major deterrents for its uptake. Policies should devise appropriate financial and non-financial incentives for home charging stations. Necessary city specific considerations are to be considered while designing such incentives.

• Trust deficit issues are emerging as a major challenge for uptake of EVs. In particular, the battery swapping arrangement is an area where trust deficit problems are acute. Given that there is lack of standards for batteries, a battery swapping scheme may face some hurdle. There is a need to develop and implement regulatory standards for EV batteries.

• If EV charging stations are drawing their energy from the grid, it may further deteriorate the financial health of electricity distribution utilities. It might require policy actions considering both electricity sector and transport sector together. Policy push in this direction is missing and needs to be accelerated.

• On the governance front, the coordination across central, state and city level governments are to be strengthened. It emerged from the study that often city governments have their own specific governance systems, which is in contrast to the prevailing systems of governance at state and central level. Hence, adequate policy measures are required to align these policy goals.

• While India will benefit in terms of its reduction in import bill, hence empowering itself in terms of better energy security, if indigenous technologies and manufacturing units are not developed for EV products, equipment and batteries, it might generate negative macro-economic impacts in terms of import
of such products, equipment and raw materials. Though policy schemes such as production linked incentives (PLI) are designed to promote such indigenous technologies, there is need to accelerate the PLI scheme and give further policy push for indigenous development of requires resources.

- While impacts on jobs are found to be quite disturbing due to job losses in the oil sector and in conventional vehicle production industry, structured policy push to develop battery recycling, telematics and new vehicles could address job problems and create new opportunities for new jobs over long-run.

- Finally, the revenue loss for the public exchequer due to EV subsidies and due to reduction in various taxes and cess requires alternative approaches to compensate the loss. Government should impose additional taxes on oils and gas, at least in the short run.
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